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Open-Earth-Monitor Cyberinfrastructure (OEMC)
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https://EarthMonitor.org
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About 80+ 

participants 

from 21 

organization, 

15+ 

countries

https://earthmonitor.org


We are building upon existing solutions (connecting them / extending them)
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Main objectives (simplified)
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2. Build a OS EO computing engine 

— produce FOSS tools for everyone

1. Find out what are the bottlenecks 

/ what does not work and why.

3. Build data portals for EU & 

World

4. Make data platform FAIR 5. Serve concrete goals (generate 

concrete use cases)



Key usability problems
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Wageman et al. recognize 5 key 

challenges to finding, accessing 

and interoperating with Big Earth 

Data: 

(1) limited processing capacity on 

user side, 

(2) growing data volumes, 

(3) non-standardised data formats 

and dissemination workflows, 

(4) too many data portals, 

(5) difficult data discovery.



OpenGeoHub foundation
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OpenGeoHub foundation
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https://medium.com/@opengeohub

https://medium.com/@opengeohub


Sustainability
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Anything here on 

this list that 

surprises you?



Federated system
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Use-case centered
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At the moment 38 

use cases

from global to 

regional, national 

and local

Final 

implementation 

plan to be 

released in March 

2023
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Personally I am 

very jealous of 

GEE, but jealousy 

is not a noble trait!

So… respect 

competition, 

partner as much as 

possible, find your 

own way.
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Customer and Researcher 

Engagement & Senior Solutions 

Engineer, Planet Labs

Samapriya Roy

We need more open tools / 

infrastructures that enable 

champions of geospatial data



Could a decentralized approach to Earth 
system simulation work? 

Can not-for-profit based decentralized 
initiative be used to reach serious goals?



Mastodon

Source: https://euobserver.com/opinion/156395

https://euobserver.com/opinion/156395


STAC Index / open code repositories
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In summary our general strategy is to:

1. Connect Open Source development communities (OSGeo, R, Python, 

GeoJulia, georust), build bridges between dev platforms (seamless 

integration of code) and robust API’s for EO/Env data (software agnostic 

users).

2. Develop standards and procedures to help communities register their data 

and workflows (zenodo, pangeo, Geo knowledge Hub) and make them more 

FAIR.

3. Harmonize EO-data products (e.g. ensemble land cover map of EU), make 

data more analysis- and decision-ready and easier to access.

4. Connect developments in EU and other parts of the world (especially USA, 

Brazil, Australia, China…): Land & Carbon Lab, Digital Earth Australia, 

EarthCube.org, etc.
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https://gkhub.earthobservations.org/


https://earthmonitor.org/gw2023/

https://earthmonitor.org/gw2023/

